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Discover Your 
Author Brand

A Five-Step Guide to 
Attracting Readers You Love 



STEP #1:
EMBRACE YOUR 
STORY

We all have a story to tell. Some parts good. Other parts, not 

so much. But all of your life experiences shape who you are 

and the story you have to share with your readers. It’s so 

critical to embrace all the facets of your story. Odds are, 

you’re not alone in your joys and struggles. 

 

This is the most intimidating—yet most important—part of 

creating an author brand that promotes deep, authentic 

relationships with your readers. It’s tempting to skip to the 

“fun” parts of visual branding, but your core story is the 

foundation of your author brand. Give yourself some grace, 

pour yourself a cup of coffee, and dig in. 

 

Cheering you on,
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What is your happiest memory? 

What is your greatest fear or struggle? 

What are 3  life-changing moments in your personal story? 

What parts of your story will resonate with your readers?

Action Step: 
Identify three key parts of your story that will emotionally 

resonate with your audience. How can you better share 

these with your readers?



STEP #2:
IDENTIFY YOUR 
AUDIENCE

Time to get to know your readers! I love this part of the 

process, because it allows you to use your imagination to 

create your ideal reader in your mind. Sometimes it helps to 

visualize a person you know.

 

Again, don’t skip this step. Knowing your audience is 100% 

critical to creating an effective author brand that builds 

your tribe. How can you develop an authentic, meaningful 

relationship with someone you don’t know or understand? 

 

It's important to be uber-specific when answering these 

questions! The more clarity, the better.  

 

Let's keep digging!
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What is your reader's greatest fear?

What is your reader's deepest desire?

What movies or books do they love?

Where do they hang out online?

Action Step: 
Create a detailed profile of your ideal reader. Choose 

three people who fit your profile and interview them! 



STEP #3:
DECIDE ON 
YOUR NICHE

What makes you and your stories unique and original? What 

gap in the industry will you fill? How can you bring your 

fresh take or twist to a familiar genre or trope? These 

questions lay at the heart of discovering your niche.

 

Your niche is that special place of belonging, a familiar

place where you bring your own fresh story.

 

Your niche is the place where your genre of choice and your

ideal readers come together. 

 

What is your niche? What type of story and characters do

you want to be known for? Why? One of the key elements of 

a successful brand is that it lets your readers know what to 

expect from you. 
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What is your genre and sub-genre? 

What are the reader expectations for this genre?

What are gaps in your genre that are unexplored?

How can you fill those gaps and add your unique twist?

Action Step: 
Sum up your niche in a single statement. For example, 

"I'm Jennifer, and I write YA fantasy inspired by South 

American and tribal cultures." 



STEP #4:
DEVELOP YOUR 
AUTHENTIC VOICE

In some ways, developing your authentic voice is the most 

important piece of this puzzle. The goal of your author 

brand is to convey your story (both personal and your 

books) to your readers in an empathetic, engaging way. 

 

Your author brand should help readers know, trust, and like 

you so they are invested in your author journey. 

 

So, it is absolutely critical that you take the time to 

thoughtfully develop your authentic voice. But what does 

that mean? 

 

It's a combination of your word choice, content, values, and 

personality that come through in your messaging. You use 

messaging any time you're communicating with your 

readers - social media posts, newsletters, etc. 
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What is the tone of your messaging? 
 

What values are you conveying with your messaging?

Do you write funny, quirky romcoms? Incorporate your sense of humor into your 

newsletters. Do you write issue-driven fantasy with complex moral questions? Share 

with your readers thoughtfully about the issues that matter to you. 

 

How can you incorporate the TONE of your stories and your personality into your 

communication with your readers? Are you censoring your voice based on what you 

feel like your professional presence "should" look like? 

 

Write a Facebook post to your ideal reader that conveys an authentic tone: 

What are the things that are most important to you? Truth? Freedom? Family? 

Protecting the environment? Gender equality? Community and working together with 

others? Promoting fun and laughter in the midst of tough times? 

 

Reader come to know, like, and trust you when they get to know you - and the things 

that are most important to you. 

 

How can you share your values in life in your communication with your readers? How 

are those values reflected in your stories? Are they a result of personal experiences?



How do you want readers to feel? 

What words would you choose to represent you?

People come to know, like, and trust you largely based on how you make them feel 

when they interact with you. Do they feel like you understand their struggles and 

dreams? Do they know you care about them? Do they laugh at the same types of jokes 

as you? 

 

Maybe you're a warm, fuzzy personality. Maybe you're more of a snarky, "tell it like it is, 

and make it funny," type of person. Whatever it is, own it and orient your messaging to 

how you want your readers to feel when they interact with you. 

 

List five emotions you want readers to associate with you. How can you share in such a 

way as to promote those emotions? 

When it comes to your authentic voice and messaging, word choice and vulnerability 

is everything. No more hiding, okay? Someone needs your story. 

 

Think about how you want your readers to describe you as an author. Funny, yet 

profound? Edgy and creative? Warm and thoughtful? 

 

Brainstorm a list of 15 words you would want readers to use to describe you and your 

author brand. Narrow it down to 10, then five. Post these words on your laptop and 

"filter" your communication through them. 

 

 



STEP #5:
CREATE YOUR 
VISUAL BRAND

We're finally to one of my favorite parts of the branding

process - creating your visual brand!

 

The aesthetic of your brand provokes emotion in your

potential readers and gives them a feel for your personality

as a person and as an author. Your visual brand is your first

impression. It's yet another way you help them get to know, 

like, and trust you in a glance.

 

If you're not a photographer, artist, or graphic designer,

creating a simple, stand-out visual brand can feel like the

impossible task! But we'll break it down to create

an aesthetic that feels authentic and right for you.

 

The key to a stand-out visual brand is simplicity and 

consistency! 
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Step 1: Choose your imagery. 

We use imagery every day in social media posts to 

convey something about ourselves and our writing. 

Problem is, we're often sending mixed messages. 

 

The key to choosing effective imagery (photos, 

graphics, etc.) is to be intentional. What visuals often 

represent your genre? What emotions do you want to 

prompt in your readers? What imagery are authors you 

respect using?  Are you using complementary colors to 

convey the tone of your brand? (Whimsical pastels vs. 

bold primary colors, etc.)

 

ACTION STEP: Create a Pinterest board and begin 

pinning images with colors, fonts, and themes that 

resonate with you. 

Step 2: Choose your fonts. 
You will need to choose at least two (usually three) 

fonts for your author brand. They should be used 

consistently on all your communications, including your 

newsletters, website, and logo. 

 

HEADER FONT: This font conveys the personality of your 

brand. It can be a script, a brush, a statement, or ultra-

sleek and modern. It should look good and be readable 

for 1-3 word headers. You may also choose a simpler, 

highly-readable font for your sub-header font. 

 

BODY TEXT: This font will typically be smaller, so it must 

be clear and highly-readable. I recommend a sans-serif 

font like Montserrat or Ariel. 

 

 



What is your brand style? 

Quirky and eclectic? 
Values creativity and non-conformity

Bold is beautiful
Values courage and self-expression

Classic pro
Values tradition and quality

Gentle romantic
Values relationships and harmony

Boho explorer
Values authenticity and community 



Take action! 
This month I will take these 
action steps to get to know 

myself and my author brand: 

1.
2.

I will also take these action 
steps to intentionally connect 

with my ideal reader: 

1.
2.



CONGRATS! 
YOUR JOURNEY IS 
JUST BEGINNING.

Discovering your authentic author brand is a process that 

takes time, thought, and intentional effort. It's not easy, but 

it's so worth it! 

 

A stand-out, memorable author brand attracts your ideal 

readers, gets them engaged with you and your author 

journey, and helps overcome an author's biggest hurdle - 

visibility. It helps your ideal readers come to know, like, and 

trust you. 

 

I've given you a few basic tools to get started, but there's so 

much more to learn and discover on this journey to 

developing your authentic author brand. 

 

I would love to continue to support you on this journey. 

(Find out how below). But for now? I wish you all the best. 
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H i ,  I 'm  Kat i e .  
A fiction editor, author coach, published author, boho 

traveler, storyteller, and lover of all things nerdy.

 

I'm super passionate about helping women authors create 

breakthrough in their writing craft and develop an authentic 

author brand so they can connect with readers they love.

 

I help women authors refine their writing skills to create 

engaging stories, and give them clarity to find their niche, get 

visible in a crowded online marketplace, and develop a 

strategic plan to build a profitable writing business. 

 

 

READY TO DIG DEEPER?

 

I would love to talk with you one-on-one and help you get 

clarity on your ideal reader and create an action plan for 

growth. 

 

Learn more about my branding strategy sessions: 

www.katiephillipscreative.com/private-coaching

http://www.katiephillipscreative.com/work-with-me

